La Nuit de la Géographie
Coordination 2018 – Europe
Date
April 6th, 2018 (Friday)
If really impossible, other dates can be chosen, as close as possible.
Events during the evening and beginning of the night – or all night !
Designation
Possible variations : in any local language, with the adjective « European » or not…
Communication
Visuals and posters : if possible, there should be a common frame / image to be declined locally
with local information about events
Numerical communication : local languages, local communication, but a common Internet site
and a common Twitter hashtag
Logos : « CNFG » and « Nuit de la Géographie » logos to be put forward if possible but not
mandatory – the ide ais to put forward collaborations, not financial sponsors.
Local organizers may convert the logo « Nuit de la géographie » in other languages.
Common event
There is no need to be too ambitious about common events, but maybe one common project
could link all European events.
One suggestion : the Sunset project. When the sun sets in each of the places involved in the
Night of Geography, organizers or participants take geographical photographs of the sunset and
publish them on the twitter account of the Night of Geography, maybe also on a interactive live
internet board/picture… maybe with a small description or highlighting some kind of issue…
We can even think of a competition with a prize (publication of the winning photo on all of our
websites ?)
International coordination committee of national representatives:
Jose Alberto Rio Fernandes (Portugal)
Kathy Reilly (Ireland)
Carmen Minguez, Meritxell Gisbert (Spain)
Marek Wieckowski (Poland)
Maria Paradiso (Italy)
Rémy Léger, Anne-Peggy Hellequin, Antoine le Blanc (France)
Maria Pigaki (Greece)
Benjamin Wayens (Belgium)
Henk Ottens (Netherlands)
Ana Pejdo (Croatia)
Zoltan Kovacs (Hungary)

National representatives should:
- Circulate information in their country, advertise the event, mobilize people so that they
come up with local initiatives and events. We suggest you mobilize individually a few
people (teachers, students…) who will mobilize others: a snowball effect!
- Circulate back the local information to the international level (the coordination committee)
If possible, we should also distribute a few tasks among us (of course you can redistribute this
task to a colleague or student or other) :
- Managing the internet website
- Managing the twitter account
- One person to create the general image/visual poster of the Night of Geography 2018 for
circulation and local adaptation
- One or two persons to centralize information after the event, in order to make rapidly a
short account of the general event.

